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Special Valentines Day Editon
Lonely Lovers Playlist
By: Bella Montano

Saint Valentine
By: Savannah Marston

Valentine’s Day is usually for
lovers but it can also be for the
lonely lovers who enjoy being
February 14th is celebrated across the United States as
a Single Pringle. So here are
some top 15 sad songs to get Valentine’s Day, a day where people celebrate love and
you right into the mood.
romance. Have you ever wondered where this tradition

came from and where it started? This holiday originated
Gone- Paris Ft. Trippie Red as a western Christian honoring one early saint named
Call out my name- The
Valentinus. He was a Roman priest during the reign of
Weeknd
Claudius Gothicus. Valentine always stood up for love,
If I were a boy- Beyoncé
and would do what he thought was right even if it was
Needed Me- Rihanna
Stone Cold- Demi Lovato against the rules. He believed love so much that he
If You Want Love- NF
would marry soldiers before they went to war, at the
Move On- Witt Lowry
Give Me Love- Ed sheeran time this was a law punishable by death. When emperor
My Immortal- Evanescence Claudius found out about valentines actions he threw
Cowboys and Angels- Dustin him into prison and demanded that he would be out to
Lynch
death. They may have killed Valentine, but his spirit still
She Will Be Loved- Maroon 5
lives. He gave his life so that young couples could be
MaryKate- nothing, nowhere
Lips of an Angel- Hinder bonded together in holy matrimony. He is the reason we
It Will Rain- Bruno Mars celebrate Valentine’s Day every February 14th across
The Love Yourself the United States.
The History of Mardi Gras
Playlist
By: Jake Turner
By: Haley Garcia
Mardi Gras, the annual celebration of carnival in Louisiana and more

The Lovers Playlist
By:Midajah Rodriquez
Valentines Day is coming up and
it's time to be romantic with your
boo! Here's some music to
cuddle up to.
Ride- SoMo
She Cranks My Tractor- Dustin
Lynch
Girls Like You- Maroon 5 ft.
Cardi B
One and Only- Cuco
Malibu- Miley Cyrus
Slow Hands- Niall Horan
Still Into You- Paramore
Ain’t Nobody Taken My
Baby- Russ
Girls Like You- Snoop Dogg ft.
Nelly
The Way You Makin Me
Feel- MJ
The One For You- Phora
I Think I Love You- Phora
Valentines Day Dinner
By: Ethan Lerman

Are you are too broke to take your
girlfriend / boyfriend out for
Valentine’s Day? Well, I have a
cheap, tasty solution for you!
1. First you need two New York cut
steaks.Set them out and let them get
specifically New Orleans has been a spectacular celebration for
room temperature.
Library-Bridget Mendler
centuries. Being an exuberant ending period to the Christian feasting 2. Get some garlic, butter and your
Why Do You Feel So Downperiod, Mardi Gras translated from French to Fat Tuesday, prior to the favorite steak sauce, and salt and
Declan McKenna
pepper, then poke small holes with a
beginning of lent on Ash Wednesday. This anything but ordinary
Forever-CHVRCHES
celebration has even been designated as a Louisiana state holiday. Thesefork on both sides thoroughly.
Hunger-Florence + The
3. After that, you'll need to have
carnival celebrations are packed full of beads, booze, parades, and
Machine
garlic and butter. You need to chop up
parties. With some of the most extravagant years being ones in which
These Days-Wallows
the garlic in to small pieces and put it
the festivities were publicly shut down by the cities governments. First in the butter and put it in the
Still Feel.- half•alive
being celebrated in Alabama, this festival was believed to have been microwave for one minute or less.
No Scrubs- TLC
brought to the United States in 1699 by French-Canadian explorer
4. Once its out of the microwave pore
Sad Season- Gavin Haley
Pierre Le Moyne as he settled on March 3rd naming the location Point the butter evenly over each side of
Kiss the Sky- Shawn Lee’s
du Mardi Gras in commemoration. As the festivals popularity grew in each steak and add a little of your
ping pong orchestra
steak sauce and some salt and pepper.
the United States in the 1800’s more of the festivals customs we
Insecure-iamnotshane
celebrate today such as the use of the king cake in celebration and the 5. Then it's ready for the grill. You'll
Send Me On My Waythrowing of beads and gifts to the party goers began to become a regularwant to cook it on a medium to high
Rusted Root
practice when the Grand Duke Alexis visited during the carnival season.temp. Cooking them then 10 minutes
Jamming- Bob Marley &
each side, flipping it four times. (each
His visit culminated in the colors of the festival in America being
The Wailers
side should cook a total of 20
established as purple being used to symbolize justice, gold meaning
Mr. Blue Sky- Electric Light
minutes).
power, and green becoming faith. As the years have progressed toward 6. After you finished cooking your
Orchestra
modern day very few things have changed drastically for the festivities. steak you can set the table and the
Valerie -Mark Robson ft
The secret societies, or Krewes, that made the carnival what it is now mood for the rest of your day.
Amy Winehouse
have transformed a hectic untamed rager into a traditional celebration of7. You can pair this with mash
My Number- Foals
parades and galas.
potatoes, a baked potato, of one of
your date’s favorites. Bon Appetit!

Student Sound Off
Five Holidays In February

By: Christian Guinan-Henry
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Student of The Month
By: Midajah Rodriquez
Let me introduce you to the Student of the Month
Victoria Anderson. She came to e-institute because she
dropped out of of Boulder Creek High School, and because
she wanted a fresh start. Victoria likes to do all sorts of art
for example, drawing and painting, and singing. Also, she’s
obsessed with animals and every living thing. She's closer to
pets than people. Victoria never keeps her natural hair color,
currently she has it turquoise. She was born out of the
United States in Guatemala. Victoria height is 4'8, basically
short to most of us. Victoria plans on going to collage at
Yabpai in Prescott for 3D graphic design and will be doing
a internship for a year. If she had the money and the free
time she would go to SCAD University in Georgia, and buy
a two story bunker house.

Happy New Year for the classes of 2019!!! Since
January is almost over, why don't we take a look at the
top 5 best holidays in February!
1. Superbowl Sunday
Cue the ESPN sports music cause it's a new year for the
world and a new Superbowl!!! On February 3 in Atlanta
at the Mercedes-Benz Stadium, see you soon!
2. Send a card to a friend Day
On February 7 send any card to your friends and family
to show how you feel… it's basically a pre-Valentine's
day!!!
3. Presidents Day
Show your patriotic spirit on Presidents day!!! On
February 18 celebrate our nation's 2nd holiday for
Genghis Grill Review
America with liberty and justice for all.
By: Haley Garcia
4. Groundhog Day
Are you hungry for barbecue? Genghis Grill is a unique
On February 2 witness the groundhog Punxsutawney Phil Mongolian barbecue where you get to pick your protein, your
emerge from its burrow to tell us how long winter is
veggies, and your sauce. Once you pick your ingredients you
going to be… this has been a tradition all the way back in can choose to put them in a rice bowl, noodles, or even a
tortilla. The service there is the absolute best. Everyone is
1887 so go witness another year of Groundhog Day!
super friendly and very charismatic. There’s also many great
5. Lincoln's birthday
deals when you sign up as a member on their website. I go to
On February 12 spectate our 16th president's most
this restaurant at least once a month and I never get tired of all
glorified day. The man who helped end slavery to the
their new selections. You can find Genghis Grill in west
national banking system he set up, he truly was indeed
Glendale on Bell Rd. or in Tempe Marketplace.
honest.
The Legend of Cupid
By:Angel Endoza

People often portray Cupid as an adorable baby with wings and arrows that magically make people fall in love with
each other .In the Greek mythology he has the ability to do that as well. Cupid's appearance in the Greek mythology is
way more different than a baby. Cupid is the son of a goddess and a god. Cupid, in the Greek legend is the God of
desire, affection, and erotic love He is the son of Venus (Goddess of love) and Mars (God of war). Cupid was named
Eros and was seen as one of a primordial Gods. One day Cupid's mother Venus became jealous of a princess named
Psyche, who was beloved by her subjects .The subjects forgot to worship Venus so she ordered Cupid to make Psyche
fall in love with the most vilest thing in the world .While Eros was doing this he accidentally scratched himself with
his own arrow and fell deeply in love with Psyche. Later on Cupid visited Psyche every night while she slept so he
could speak to her. He did this so that she could not see him, so he told her to never try to see him. Psyche though
incited by her two older sisters say that Cupid was a sparcker a monster, so curiosity got the best of her and she took a
quick glance of his face and it angered Cupid so he hid away from Psyche. Now Psyche’s job was to find cupid. She
kept looking and looking but she couldn't find him so Venus came along and told her that she would help her find
Cupid if she did some tasks. Moments later Psyche completed almost every task but one. The final task was to give
Pluto a box containing something she couldn't look at. Sadly, she looked in the box and she fell into eternal slumber.
Cupid was no longer angered by Psyche so, Cupid woke her from her eternal slumber. Eventually Jupiter (The God of
light and sky and protector of the state and it's laws), the leader of the Gods, gave Psyche the gift of immortality so
that she could be with him. Together Psyche and Cupid had a daughter named Voluptas or Hedone which meant
pleasure .Psyche became a Goddess and her name meant soul. So, from desire and affection and immortal love comes
pleasure.

Student sound off
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Pablo and Lucy
Lucy's Advice
Advice Column

Pablo's Advice
Advice Column

Dear Pablo,
Dear Lucy,
I could really us some advice about a serious problem I'm
I really need your help! I don’t know what to do. My best
having with both of my parents. Six years ago they got a
friend has been dating her boyfriend for two years now. I
divorce. My brother and I went to go live with my grandnever really liked him from the beginning because I
mother while my parents worked everything out. After
thought he was kind of mean to her. Then he started
about a year their divorce was final and they both moved on.
yelling at her and calling her names. When I asked her
The problem was is they seemed to have forgotten about us.
why she tolerates this behavior, she laughs it off and says
My dad is remarried and lived about an hour away. His new
he only does that sometimes and he’s only kidding
wife has two kids and they are having a baby soon. My
anyway. I really hate the way she is always making
mom just had her second baby within three years with her
excuses for him. Last week she told me he slapped her.
new boyfriend. It seems as though they have moved on with
She said it only happened once and that he was really
their new lives and forgotten about us. Neither one calls us
sorry. I told her that she should leave him but she said
very often or comes to get us to take us to their house.
that he promised that he would never do it again. She
We've asked them if we can come live with them but they
even showed me the bracelet he bought her as an "I'm
both give the same excuse “We don't have room for you
sorry” present. Im really worried about her but she's
guys right now”. I can't tell you how much this is hurting
totally in love with this guy and she doesn't listen to me.
me. My brother acts like he doesn't care anymore and he
How can I convince her that she should break up with
stays away from home more and more Sometimes all night!
him?
I don’t know what to do anymore. Can you please give me
some advice?
Sincerely yours,
Lonely and Forgotten
Dear Worried Friend,

I understand your concerned and scared for your
friend. The most you can do is confide in her and try Dear Lonely and Forgotten,
I’m very sorry for the situation that your parents have put
to reason with her that He's wrong for her and she
deserves better. Unfortunately not everyone is willing you and your brother into. It can be a challenge to grow up
to understand that they need help. But if she is a minor in a separated family much less in a family in which you
then you should be able to contact her parents don't are abandoned. In response to the possible options you have
based on your situation specifically. In the state of Arizona
think of it as "snitching" think of it as you and her
parents love her and want the best for her. I wish you in the situation that a parent abandons their children those
parents are still obligated to provide support for the
the best.
children if those children were not placed up for adoption
Love,
or the parental rights were given to a separate guardian. If
Lucy

If you need any advice don't be

scared to asked our locals, Pablo
and Lucy

you were to decide to go down this route you would have to
decide to take your parents to court and report them for
neglect and abandonment to the state. While this option
may be a more suitable one for the couple years before you
become 18 it would also establish a small fund for a rainy
day, this choice would also possibly end up taking possibly
a year or more to be a done deal. Your second option and
easiest but comes with the least support and protection
would be to continue on the path you are in raising
yourselves and attempting to live out of your grandparents
house until you are able to live completely independently
and attempt to help your brother or hope that he can make
the right choices for himself.

Yours truly,
Pablo

Sports Page & Entertainment
Pro Bowl
By: Micheal Mingo

Pro Bowl weekend just passed and it was fun to watch the
All-Stars of the NFL compete against each other. But as many
expected the AFC dominated the game the whole time ending
the game with a crushing score of 26-7. There’s no surprise
that the Cowboys coaching staff managed to lead the NFC’s
best players to a whopping score of 7 throughout the game. I
personally blame the coaching entirely for the loss because
the Cowboys are the same team who loss to the Colts of all
teams but thats who was chosen to coach.. The AFC had a lot
of young talent in Patrick Mahomes and Derwin James and
that talent blossomed because of the Chargers coaching staff.
The AFC ended up with 26 points, 362 passing yards and 54
rushing yards. The NFC had a TOTAL of 148 yards. That
says everything about the game and coaching because when
you have two Hall of Fame prospect running backs in Saquon
and Ezekiel Elliott there is no excuse for having 47 rushing
yards and 101 passing yards. Even with this loss, the game
however was still a sight to see with these All-Stars all in one
game!

SUPER BOWL LII
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Where's the Flag?
By: Micheal Mingo

“Any act by a player more than one yard beyond the
line of scrimmage significantly hinders an eligible
player’s opportunity to catch the ball. “ - NFL
Operations handbook
According to Nation Football League’s Operations
handbook, whenever a defensive player seriously
prevents any player who can catch the ball from doing
so is declared pass interference. Although there are
times when this isn't enforced, for example, the Saints
vs. the Rams. During the Saints and Rams game on
January 25th, the biggest upset of the game was the
missed DPI call late in the fourth quarter which
ultimately resulted in a loss in overtime. Any game that
is won or loss due to the officiating during the game
was not a real game! Nickell Robey-Colemans pass
interference on Tommylee Lewis was not only pass
interference, but it was also a helmet- to- helmet
penalty. This was one of the worst rulings in NFL
history! And now referees are being fined and the rule
is changing. This is not the first time this has happened
nor will it be the last time.
Top 10 Romantic Netflix Movies
By: Savannah Marston

The Super Bowl 53 is going to be a great game with a great
matchup. Super Bowl 53 will be played at the Mercedes-Benz
Stadium in Atlanta, Georgia on Sunday, February 3, 2019.
Along with that, there will be an amazing halftime show
performed by Travis Scott, Maroon 5 and, Big Boi. There has
been a lot of conflict between the two teams competing in the
Super Bowl, with one of the teams being the Rams. One of the
most talked about Conference Championships being the
matchup between the Saints and the Rams. This matchup's
conflict started when the referees didn’t call a defensive pass
interference against the Rams, perhaps costing the Saints a
touchdown. With no call the Rams eventually got the ball back
and when the did they made sure it counted with them kicking
a field goal to win the game, sending them to the Super Bowl.
Now we have the Los Angeles Rams going against the New
England Patriots. People are betting on the Patriots to beat the
Rams. This is going to be Tom Brady’s 9th appearance in the
Super Bowl. If the Patriots win this will be Tom Brady's 5th
Super Bowl win. This will be a great matchup between the 2
best teams in the NFL.

To all you hopeless romantics, here’s a little list of
movies to set the sparks for your Valentine’s Day!
To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before (2018)
The Kissing Booth (2018)
P.S I Love You (2007)
Silver Linings Playbook (2012)
The Spectacular Now (2004)
Definitely, Maybe (2008)
Sixteen Candles (1984)
A Cinderella Story (1986)
She’s Gotta Have It (1986)
Sierra Burgess is a Loser (2018)
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Arts and Entertainment
New on Netflix- Bandersnatch
By:Bahram Golestani

Match the Rom-Com Quotes!
“

1."Perhaps okay can be our always”
2. “As you wish”
3.“I wish I knew how to quit you”

4.“You had me at hello”
Bandersnatch, a spin-off from the show Black Mirror
on Netflix, was created by Charlie Brooker in 2018.
5.“But our love is like the wind… I
The show takes a look at consequences of new
can’t see it but I can feel it”
technologies in modern society. In an interesting
6.“No measure of time with you
twist, Bandersnatch is a interactive show on that
creates alternate paths and choices decided by you, the will be long enough. But let’s start
with forever.”
viewer, for the main character Stefun Butler. Butler is
a young programmer working on a upcoming game
7. “We’ll always have Paris”
called “Bandersnatch”, which has the same premise
8.“I have infinity tenderness for
and connects to themes in the show.
you. I will my whole life”
In all honesty, Bandersnatch blew my mind! The
series brings in a totally different genre. If you’re a fan 9.“Because waiting for you is like
waiting for rain in this drought.
of the original show or of sci-fi and fantasy in general,
Useless and disappointing.”
then I highly recommend Bandersnatch.

Marvel vs. DC: The Comic Book Wars
By Ryan Scott and Bahram Golestani

The Princess Bride
Jerry Maguire
The Twilight Saga: Breaking
Dawn Pt.1
Blue is the Warmest Color
Umtamed Heart
The Fault In Our Stars

Brokeback Mountain

A Walk To Remember

Casablanca

A Cinderella Story

10.“Caroline, you love with your
mind and soul not with your heart”

Marvel vs DC: The Comic Book Wars
By Bahram Golestani and Michael Mingo

DC Comics is a title made by Warner Bros that came from its
Marvel Comics is the brand name and primary imprint of
popular detective comics series, which featured Batman and Marvel Worldwide Inc. Made by Stan Lee in 1947, in New York
became a part of the company's name. Originally meant for
City, Marvel one of DC's biggest competitors in the comic
kids, but then later grew into the DC Comics that we know industry till this day. I personally think that Marvel is better due
and love today.
to its stories having a more realistic stand point and creating a
more relatable story line.
The popular Marvel movies of today mainly focus on making
the money and success. However, when it comes to DC, they Similar to DC, Marvel has planned out the release of movies and
tend to focus on the fans then profit, and give their characters
the story in which they tell. However unlike DC, Marvel has
a human tone and more background. One example is
astounded their fans movie after movie with overlapping
Superman’s planet was destroyed and his ship crashed on a
storylines and character development. Both industries do this,
farm in Smallville. Then he later grew up with a human
but in the end, most people including myself, tend to recall
family. This added on to Superman's backstory and added to
Marvel’s movie plots. Each movie foreshadows the next and
who he became in DC Comics. This later branched into an
leaves viewers at the edge of their seats; yearning and
animated series, t.v. shows, and more comics. All in all, I
anticipating for more! Marvel somehow figures a way to
believe DC takes more time and care in explaining the
connect there stories together and make it better and better each
backstory and life of their characters. That’s what makes DC
time, pleasing their fans and giving them what they want. I
better than Marvel, in my opinion. But, what do you think? personally think that Marvel is better than DC because they have
a system that works and that they’re still using it till this day and
and doing a pretty good job. But what do you think? Is Marvel
better than DC?

Events and Birthdays
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Street Eats Food Festival,
February 16th,
Salt River Fields at Talking Stick,
tickets 12 dollars a person
Get ready to "guac" and roll to try out all the newest
food trucks.
Glendale Chocolate AffaireUFC fight night,
Saturday Feb.9 - Sunday Feb. 10
February 17th,
Come out to the chocolate affaire and share
Talking Stick Resort Arena,
chocolate covered strawberries with your One and tickets 80 dollars a person
Only
Why not go? You've got nothing to lose.

ASU Night of the Open DoorFebruary 2,10, and 24
Mesa, Glendale, and Tempe
Experience live concerts, Food, hands-on activities
For this valentines

Ballet Arizona Presents Romeo and JulietSymphony Hall , Downtown Phoenix
Watch the tragic love story unfold right before
your eyes

Dogfest,
February 23rd,
Civic Mall Center at Scottsdale
Try it,! You won't have a ruff time.

January and February Birthdays

Robert Marshall 1/18/00
Ms. Celina - 10/22
Jason Rodriquez 2/18/04
Damonte Silvan 1/15/03
Lucas Porter 1/27/01
Cade Chipman 1/31/03
Jennifer Villanueva 2/3/02
Michael Mingo 2/4/02
Bianca Vanwinkle 2/6/03
Amanda Cancik 2/14/03
Benson Robinette-maple
2/19/02

